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Abstract - Person re-identification (re-ID) is a kind of process of showing the problemmof matching peopleaacross 
disjointtcamera views duringaa multi-camera system. CamStyle can function as knowledge augmentation approach. 
Specificallyywith CycleGAN, labeled training images  are often style transferred to each camera and alongside the first 
training samples form the augmented training set. This type of   methodd increases the range inndata with minimal over-
fittinggand also it incurs an amount of noise. To urge obviate with noise label smooth regularization (LSR) is make used. 
Importantly, CamStyleeareeoften adapted to the challenginggproblemssofone-viewlearningg and unsupervisedddomain 
adaptationin the personnre-idbothhof whichhhaveecritical research anddapplication significance. 
 
Keywords - PersonrRe-identification, CamStyle, One-view Learning,UUnsupervised Domain Adaptation. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Person re-identificationn(re-ID) is one significant part 
of person tracking. It is a process of matchinggpeople 
across disjointtcamera viewssin aamulti-camera 
system. It focuses to recuperate 
theesameepersonnfrom a databaseecollected 
frommmultipleenon-overlapping cameras. During the 
process, person image may frequently 
undergoessintensive changes in appearance, 
illumination, poses anddbackground. The main 
reason for such variations in an image is due to 
capturing images by different cameras. Usually, every 
camera has its own specifications in terms 
offresolution, environmenttillumination, etc. To deal 
with the problem of camera variations, that is to 
learnnstableefeature representations that is having an 
invariance propertyyunder different cameras. 
Examples in variousapproaches includes ELF, 
SDALF, etc. Examples in deep 
representationnlearning methods iinclude iIDE, 
SVDNet, TripletNet, etc.  Compared to diverse 
methods, this resorts to an emphatic 
strategyyfrommthe viewwoffcamera style data 
augmentation. This approach is put forward to 
overcome necessity of giant dataavolumeein 
deepplearning based person re-ID. Toofind out richh 
features, explicate large scaleedatasets is favourable 
but      proscriptivelyexpensive. Adding many 
samplessto the training set that areeconscious of the 
design differenceein cameras, it is possible toodeal 
with the informationnscarcity problem in person re-
ID and llearnnnconstant features across cameras. 
Preferablyy thissprocessskeeps costs low. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In [1] Yang Yang et al. pproposed a novel salienttt 
color namess basedd color ddescriptor (SCNCD) to 
describe colors, This makes people easy to relate 
color to color with an explication analysis on iimages 

in computerr vision application. By the ease of  
metric learning method, the SCNCD approach 
exceeds the modern performance on theetwo 
challenging datasets VIPeR and PRID 450S. On the 
other hand other problems that arise in person re-id is 
spatiall misalignments because of cameravieww 
changes or human-pose variations. So that a boosting-
basedd approach is employed tto know the 
correspondenceesstructure [2].While doing the image 
patch matching process denying cross-view 
misalignments it integratess a worldwide matchingg 
constraint over the learned correspondence structure. 
Hence it provides more reliablee matching scoree 
between images.Experimentall results on various 
datasets demonstrates the potency of the approach.  
The research studiess on person re-id shows thatt 
color informationn plays a vitall role in termss of 
performance. Some classic color information like 
color histogramm still has to bee improved. The 
image descriptors assigns the ssemantic colorr names 
to describe aa  person image and are combinedd with 
oother features this defines an appearance affinityy 
model aas linear combination oof similarityy 
measurements of corresponding local descriptors. 
Further aapply the RankBoostt algorithm tto find the 
optimal weightss for thee similarityy measurements. 
This approach tried and tested on one of highly 
efficient dataset like VIPeR [3].In [4] Douglas Gray 
and Hai Tao proposed that view pointtinvariant 
pedestriannrecognition 
invarianttttpedestriannnrecognitionnnusinganefficient
lyand intelligentlyydesigneddobject representation, 
ensembleeof localizeddfeature (ELF). ELF defines a 
featureespaceeusing the intuitionnabouttmatter and 
allows the machine learninggalgorithm to find the 
easiest representations. This shows how both an 
object classsspecificcrepresentation and 
discriminative recognitionnmodel are oftennlearnt 
using the AdaBoosttalgorithm.  
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure 1. Framework of the proposed approach. 

 
Overview of the approach The frameworkk of this 
approach is shown in Fig. 1. At the time of training 
process, this presentssaa boosting-based processs tos 
learns the ccorrespondence structure betweenntthe 
ttarget ccamera ppair. Attthe 
predictionnpphase,wwhichiisggiven aa pprobe 
imagee aand aa sset oof ggallery iimages, itt uses 
theeccorrespondence sstructure tto eevaluate tthe 
patchv correlationss bbetween tthe pprobe iimage 
anddeeach ggallery iimage, aand find the 
optimalloone-to-oneemmapping bbetween 
patchesaand respectively thee mmatching score. The 
Re-ID rresult iis aachieved bby rranking 
galleryyiimages aaccording to ttheir matching scores. 
 
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
System design includes Image Acquisition, 
Preprocessing, Feature Extraction and Classification.  
Image acquisition is the first step to be carried out in 
any workflow sequence,because processing is not 
possible without any image. The image that is 
acquired here is raw or completely unprocessed one 
and is the result of whateverrhardwareeis used 
toogenerateeit.It is very important in some fields 
toohave a consistenttbaselineefrommwhich to work.  
 
In preprocessing step, person detection is performed. 
Person detection is done by using person detection 
tool. Then detected person’s image cropped for 
further process. The existing person re-id methods 
designed for single 
handcrafteddffeaturessewwithhcccorresponding 
metriciissnnnot adequatewhenffacing illumination, 
vviewpointt anddposes variations. 
 
In Feature Extraction it includes the Background 
weightedddColor nnaming (CN) aandd HSV 
histogram. Colorr namingg projectt ccolorr space 
classified iinto111 ccolorrr names. Assigning 
empiricallwweightss to integratee foreground, 

backgroundddinformationnt togetttt HSV and CNn 
histogram. Local Maximal Occurrence Feature 
utilizes as Multiscalee Retinexx and Scalee Invariantt 
Locall Ternaryy Pattern. Thissmaintainss 
colorrriinformation aaandaalso illuminationn 
invariantt ttexture. The eEnsemble 
offfLocalizedddfFeatures i isccomputed 
frommhhistogramss in 66ddivided 
hhhorizontallstripes.  
 
In this stage person classification is performed. 
Support Vector Machine (SVM)a andd Random 
Forestt (RF) are used. SVM and RF 
classifiersareaapplied tto eextractffeatures andd the 
classificationn is ddone.  
 

 
Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram 
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UML Diagrams: 
UML represents Unified Modeling Language. UML 
is an iinstitutionalized bbroadly uuseful 
demonstratingg language inn thee fieldd of article 
arranged programmingg building. The standardd is 
ooverseen and made by the oObject 
ManagementtgGroup.  
 
The mmain oobjective issffor UUML too turn intoo a 
typicall language ffor makinggmmodels offiitem 
ssituated PC pprogramming. In its presenttsstructure 
UMLL includeddttwo significant pparts: a MMeta-
model and a documentation. someettype oof 
technique oor proceduree may llikewise be aadded 
tto; or related wwith, UML.  
 
Use Case Diagram: 
Anuutilization ccase ggraph iin tthe UUnified 
ModelinggLLanguage (UML) iss a kkind of social 
outlineeccharacterized bby aand mmade 
frommaaUUse-case iinvestigation. Its motivation  
issto eexhibit a ggraphical diagram 
offtheeuusefulness ggave bby aa fframework as 
farraas on-screen ccharacters, their objectives  and 
anyycconditions bbetween tthose utilization cases. 
Theepprimary reason for aan uutilization 
caseeooutline iss too showw whatt framework 
capacitiesaare performedd for wwhich entertainer. 
Jobssoof thee entertainerss in the frameworkk 
canbeepportrayed. 
 

 
Figure 3. Use Case Diagram 

 
Class Diagram: 
In  pprogramddesigning, a classsggraph in tthe UML 
issaakkind off staticc structuree chart that portrayss 
theesstructure of aafframework by 
demonstratinggtthe fframework's cclasses, their traits, 
ttasks orr strategies, and tthe cconnections 
amonggtthe cclasses. Itcclarifies wwhich class 
containss ddata. 

 
Figure 4. Class Diagram 

 
Sequence Diagram: 
A grouping graph in UML is a ssort of association 
outline thatt showss how procedures workk withh 
eachh otherrand inn whattrequest. Ittiis a develop ofa 

MessageeSequenceeChart. Groupingg graphs aree 
somee of tthe ttime called occasionn 
outlines,ooccasion ssituations, aand timinggccharts. 
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Figure 5. Sequence Diagram 

 
Activity Diagram: 
Action outlines areeggraphical portrayals of workk 
processessoof stepwise exercisess aand activitiess 
wwith help ffor ddecision, ccycle and 
simultaneousness. In the UML, actionn outlines cann 
bbe uutilized tooddepict tthe bbusiness and 
operationall bit by bit wwork pprocesses of parts 
innaafframework. A mmovement graph shows 
theeggeneral progression offccontrol. 

 
Figure 6. Activity Diagram 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
The process of matching person in a giant disjoint 
multi camera system is referred as person Re-
identification. The processofre-identifying a person is 
very critical and important task in any computer 
visual surveillance system. To find out better 
solution, studies came across long way with wide 
range of techniques. Thereforeby effectively utilizing 
the knowledge of all these techniqueslike SCNCD, 
Corresponding structure learning, Feature 
representation like LOMO and data augmentation for 
reducing dataset bias method. A CamStyle based 
approach is designed which helps in person re-id with 
better results and accuracy. 
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